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joins these two struggles.

The words of Malcolm X ring clear, "You can't understand what's going on in Mississipi if you don't understand what's going on in the Congo. You can't understand what's going on in the Congo if you don't understand what's going on in Mississippi. It's the same enemy, it's the same struggle."

In this spirit the Soweto Brigade will march on April 15th in the streets of Washington, D.C., at the revolutionarai anti-Bakke demonstration. When we marched in Nashville we called on people to join the fight against Bakke. In Washington we will call on people join the struggle to support freedom in southern Africa. Strengthening the bonds between the two, strengthens each of the battles.

Following that demonstration on April 15th, the Revolutionary Student Brigade will hold a national conference in D.C. on the 16th ent­
titled USA THE YOUTH UNITED AGAINST IMPERIALISM AND NATIONAL OPPRESSION. ~ This conference will hear speakers from the many liberation organizations. It will have workshops that explore the situation in southern Africa and discuss the fight against national oppression here, targetting the Bakke Decision. Finally, and most importantly, out of this conference a common battle plan will be developed for youth to keep on fight­

ing through African Liberation Day at the end of May and into the summer.

Fellow students! The citadels of apartheid in Rhodesia in southern Africa are under siege. African youth are declaring that they will be the last generation to remain under the hell of the hated white oppressors. The Zimbabwean people are rejecting the latest "settlement" for the phony attempt it is to maintain Smith's rule. We must continue to stand with the African people and fight until victory.

Fellow students! It is unjustifiable and impossible to challenge racism in South Afri­
a and allow it to flourish here. The infamous Bakke Decision must be defeated. It is an attack on all minority people. An attack that would sweep away the concessions won in the last decade by a movement that arose here in the South and swept the country by storm.

Claiming that the "wounds of the past are healed," they proclaim the death of discrimina­
tion and oppression. The rulers of this land

stand behind the Bakke decision, and hope to rally people to their cause of continued injustices, setting white against black, black against latin and so on, to turn the righteous anger of the people away from them. The Bakke Decision must be smashed. March on Washin­
gton April 15th. FIGHT IMPERIALISM AND NATIONAL OPPRESSION FROM USA TO USA!

2 Days Of Fighting Imperialism and National Oppression

SMASH THE BAKKE DECISION!

There is history to be made on April 15th. There is a statement to be made. A call to answer. An attack to drive back down the throats of the attacker the question that in the much-publicized Bakke Case is about to be made.

And on April 15th in Washington, D.C., the people's response will be clear.

Be there on April 15th to stand up and op­pose plans to cut the heart out of affirmative action programs. Be there on April 15th to stand up for those who have persevered 400 years of slavery and oppression of Blacks and say no more. Be there on April 15th to stand up against injustice, be there to stand up on the doorsteps of the rich and powerful rulers of this country and say, SMASH BAKEE!

For months now the debate has raged from campus to campus, shop to shop, community to community. Now the decision is in the offing. The Supreme Court is nearing its

verdict.

But the people have a verdict too. Will we let ourselves be blinded by false cries of "reverse discrimination"? Will we let ourselves be driven out of school's, jobs and the like? Will we allow them to open the door for more and bigger attacks on minority­

eties the fall guys for the largest capitalist

ists that rake in billions from apartheid reap huge profits from discrimination in this coun­

try.

The Bakke decision is a political denial of discrimination. It is a legal attack on affirmative action programs. It is another attempt to make the blacks and other minori­
ties the fall guys for the largest capitalist
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